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The present study is concerned with a numerical prediction and assessment of uncertainties in the mac-
roscopic material properties of solid foams. The material properties are determined by means of a
homogenization analysis considering a large scale representative volume element. The microstructure
for the representative volume element is determined randomly using a Voronoï tesselation in Laguerre
geometry with prescribed cell size distribution. For assessment of the scatter in the effective material
response, the homogenization scheme is applied to subsets of the large scale representative volume ele-
ment. By this means, an interrelation between the local microstructural characteristics and the local mes-
oscopic material response is established. In a ﬁrst approach, the individual cells of the foam
microstructure are employed as testing volume elements. As an alternative, a moving window technique
is applied. The sets of homogenization results obtained by both approaches are evaluated by stochastic
methods. For the local effective properties, a distinct scatter is observed. The results in both cases reveal
that the local porosity is the most important inﬂuence parameter. For the microstructures investigated,
only weak local correlations of the effective stiffnesses with a rapid spatial decay of the correlation is
observed.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the recent time, solid foams gain increasing importance as
construction materials in many ﬁelds in modern lightweight
construction and other technological ﬁelds. Solid foams can be pro-
cessed from a variety of base materials including polymeric, metal-
lic and even ceramicmaterials. Theirmain advantage in lightweight
construction is their rather low speciﬁc weight due to their high
void volume fraction. For energy absorption systems, their high
compressibility at approximately constant resulting stresses is uti-
lized. Furthermore, solid foams are employed in thermal and acous-
tic insulation or heat exchanging applications. Compared to regular
cellular structures such as honeycomb cores in sandwich construc-
tion, solid foams have the beneﬁt that they can easily be processed
to any desired shape.
The main disadvantage of solid foams in structural application
is their random, disordered microstructure. The irregular micro-
structure may result in a distinct scatter and unpredictability of
the macroscopic or ‘‘effective’’ material properties. Especially for
metallic and ceramic foams with large cell sizes, the cell size as
the characteristic microstructural length might be close to the or-
der of magnitude of the smallest characteristic macroscopic length.ll rights reserved.
x: +49 761 5142 401.
Hohe).Examples are the core thickness in sandwich construction or the
diameter of hollow columns in automotive body structures, which
might be ﬁlled with solid foams for an enhancement of their stiff-
ness or crash performance. In these cases, the numerical or exper-
imental assessment of the structural performance requires the
knowledge of the scatter to be expected in the effective material
response of the foamed materials.
In the industrial design process, the assessment of the structural
response nowadays is mostly performed by numerical methods. In
this context, materials with distinct microstructure such as solid
foams are preferrably treated in terms of effective properties rather
than using direct models of the respective microstructure, for rea-
sons of numerical efﬁciency. The macroscopic, effective properties
can either be determined experimentally or be predicted numeri-
cally in homogenization analyses. The latter approach is especially
useful in the design and optimization of microstructured materials
in order to ﬁt with any kind of prescribed requirements. For
application of algorithmic optimization procedures, numerical
approaches are essential.
The homogenization analysis of foamed and other cellular
microstructure has been subject of numerous studies, since the
pioneering work of Gent and Thomas (1963) appeared. Most of
the early studies are based on idealized periodic foam models such
as Thomson (1887) tetrakaidecahedral cell model, Christensen
(1987) dodecahedron or the cubic model employed by Gibson
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single cell models, the Kelvin foam is the model involving the low-
est surface-to-volume ratio, although it is outperformed by Weaire
and Phelan (1994) multiple cell model. Christensen’s model is the
only simple polyhedral single cell model satisfying the ﬁvefold
symmetry condition for isotropy. Using these foam models, a vari-
ety of deterministic studies on the effective material properties of
solid foams have been provided, among which only the early ana-
lytical studies by Dement’ev and Tarakanov (1970), Patel and
Finnie (1970) as well as by Warren and Kraynik (1988) should be
mentioned here.
Analyses based on idealized periodic foam models in general
yield good approximations of the mean effective properties. Never-
theless, the scatter and the uncertainty of the effective material re-
sponse cannot be accessed. Experimental studies on metallic foams
by Ramamurty and Paul (2004) or Despois et al. (2006) reveal sig-
niﬁcant uncertainties in the effective properties of disordered
large-cell foams. For the effective properties, total scatter bands
widths of more than half of the respective mean value may occur.
Although the scatter decreases with increasing specimen sizes due
to self-averaging effects, numerical studies by Kanaun and
Tkachenko (2006), van der Burg et al. (1997) and Zhu et al.
(2000) indicate that sample sizes in the range of several hundreds
of cells might be required in order to obtain stable results.
To account for the uncertainty in the microstructural geometry
and topology and thus the uncertainty in the effective material re-
sponse, different probabilistic approaches have been proposed in
the literature. Three basic groups of approaches can be identiﬁed.
Among others, Cuitiño and Zheng (2003) as well as Warren and
Kraynik (1997) deal with uncertainties in the cell orientation of
idealized single cell models using averaging techniques to elimi-
nate artiﬁcial anisotropies. In a similar manner, (Fortes and Ashby,
1999) consider a single strut of an open cell foam together with a
probability distribution for its spatial orientation. The second
group of approaches uses large scale computational models for
the random cellular microstructure, usually generated by a Voron-
oï (1908) process in order to account not only for random cell ori-
entations but also for cell shape and size variations (e.g. van der
Burg et al., 1997). The third group of approaches is also based on
the repeated analysis of medium scale ‘‘testing volume elements’’
generated either by a Voronoï (1908) process or a perturbation of
a regular cellular microstructure. In this context, either direct
Monte–Carlo analyses or analyses based on pre-deﬁned sets of
the random variables forming a discretization of their space have
been used. Examples are the contributions by Gan et al.
(2005),Schraad and Harlow (2006), Zhu et al. (2000) or the present
authors Hohe and Beckmann (2011), Hohe and Beckmann (2012).
The results of the testing volume element analyses are evaluated
by stochastic methods.
In the present study, an alternative route is employed to obtain
the stochastic information. In a ﬁrst step, a large scale, statistically
representative volumeelement for themicrostructure is considered.
The computational model for the microstructure is generated ran-
domly using a (Voronoï, 1908) process in Laguerre geometry (Fan
et al., 2004; Fazekas et al., 2002). The microstructural response of
the representative volume element under a number of reference
strain states is analyzed numerically by means of the ﬁnite element
method. Subsequently, the entire representative volume element is
divided into substructures. The local stress–strain response of the
substructures is determined by applying the homogenization equa-
tions to these subsets of the representative volume element. The
smallest feasable microstructure related substructures are the indi-
vidual cells. Hence, they are employed as testing volume elements.
The homogenization results obtained thereon are evaluated by
means of stochastic methods. This approach generalises a previous
study on scatter effects in two-dimensional model foams (Harden-acke and Hohe, 2009) to three dimensional cellular solids. Recently,
(Mangipudi and Onck, 2011) have used a similar procedure for
determination of local stresses and strains in strain localization
zones during the failure of two-dimensional model foams.
As an alternative to the microstructure related deﬁnition of the
testing volume elements, a space related ‘‘moving window’’ tech-
nique is employed. This technique has the advantage, that all test-
ing volume elements are of a uniform size and shape with a unique
spacing throughout the microstructure. Both approaches are ap-
plied to an analysis of the scatter in the elastic stiffness compo-
nents of a closed cell foam, using an aluminum foam as an
example. The results show a distinct scatter of the results on the
lowest microstructural level, which decreases with increasing size
of the testing volume elements. The effective properties feature a
strong correlation with the local relative density. In consistence
with previous studies, the local relative density proves to be the
most important microstructural variable causing scatter in the
effective material properties. The cell size distribution has an indi-
rect effect on the uncertainty of the effective properties since on
the level of the individual cells, the local relative density is usually
correlated with the local cell size. Compared to the multiple anal-
ysis of medium scale testing volume elements, the local homogeni-
zation of substructures of a large scale, statistically representative
volume element has the advantage that all possible interactions
between neighboring cells are included in a natural manner. Fur-
thermore, this type of approach enables the analysis of spatial cor-
relations between the effective properties of neighboring testing
volume elements and their spatial decay which is not accessible
in the repeated analysis of medium scale volume elements.2. Numerical analysis
2.1. Homogenization
Consider a bodyX consisting of a cellular material (Fig. 1). LetX
be bounded by an external boundary @X ¼ @Xu [ @Xt with pre-
scribed displacements ui ¼ u0i on @Xu and prescribed tractions
ti ¼ rijnj ¼ t0i on @Xt . In addition, the bodyXmay be loaded by dis-
tributed prescribed body forces fi ¼ f 0i . For reasons of numerical
efﬁciency in the analysis of its structural response, the body X
has to be substituted with a similar body X with similar external
boundaries @Xu and @Xt and similar prescribed boundary condi-
tions ui ¼ u0i , ti ¼ t0i and f i ¼ f 0i applied on the external bound-
aries and inside of X. In contrast to X, the substitute body X
consists of a quasi homogeneous, ‘‘effective’’ medium with yet un-
known properties.
For the determination of the properties of the effective medium,
a representative volume element XRVE for the given microstructure
of X and a similar volume element XRVE consisting of the effective
medium are considered. The effective material properties are
determined such that the mechanical response of both volume ele-
ments, XRVE and XRVE is equivalent on the intermediate mesoscop-
ic level of structural hierarchy. For deﬁnition of the mesoscopic
equivalence, different approaches have been proposed in the liter-
ature. Within the present study, a simple volume average deﬁni-
tion is used, requiring that the volume averages
Fij ¼ 1
VRVE
Z
XRVE
FijdV ¼ 1
VRVE
Z
XRVE
FijdV ¼ Fij ð1Þ
Pij ¼ 1
VRVE
Z
XRVE
PijdV ¼ 1
VRVE
Z
XRVE
PijdV ¼ Pij ð2Þ
of the components Fij ¼ ui;j þ dij of the deformation gradient and the
components Pij of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor have to be
equal. Hence, the effective material law is determined by deforming
the representative volume element XRVE by a number of indepen-
Fig. 1. Concept of the representative volume element.
Fig. 2. Voronoï tesselation in Laguerre geometry.
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ing local stresses. Subsequently, the corresponding effective defor-
mations Fij (¼ Fij) and effective stresses Pij (=Pij) according to Eqs.
(1) and (2). From the interrelations of the effective deformation
and stress components Fij and P

ij for the effective medium, the
properties of the effective medium can be derived. As an alternative
to the effective deformation and ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress compo-
nents Fij and P

ij, any other pair of strain and stress measures derived
from them can be used to describe the material response of the
effective medium substituting the microstructure of the body X.
Within this procedure, the representative volume element has
to be sufﬁciently large in order to account for all possible micro-
structural features such as cells with different sizes and shapes
and their possible interactions in a statistically representative
manner. On the other hand, the size of the representative volume
element has to be much smaller than the smallest characteristic
length L of the macroscopic body X or the characteristic length,
over which signiﬁcant stress or strain variations insideXmight de-
velop, whichever length is smaller. Hence, the condition
L l dl ð3Þ
for the size of the representative volume element has to be satisﬁed
for an accurate determination of effective material properties
(Fig. 1).
2.2. Computational foam model
For the homogenization analysis of solid foams, adequate com-
putational models for the microstructure are required. Within the
present study, the geometry and topology of the microstructure are
generated randomly using a Voronoï (1908) process in Laguerre
geometry (Fan et al., 2004; Fazekas et al., 2002) in a periodic
enhancement. For this purpose, a brick shaped representative vol-
ume element XRVE with dimensions li with respect to the coordi-
nate axes xi is considered. Within the representative volume
element, n randomly positioned nuclei p are deﬁned at the (ran-
dom) locations xnucðpÞi . Each nucleus is supplied with a surrounding
sphere with a prescribed radius rðpÞ which is not permitted to inter-
sect with the corresponding spheres belonging to any other nu-
cleus q at xnucðqÞi with q– p. The radii r
nucðpÞ are deﬁned such that
the sphere volumes obey a prescribed probability distribution
FðVnucÞ of their volumes VnucðpÞ. In order to obtain a periodic com-
putational model for the cellular microstructure, each freshly de-
ﬁned nucleus is copied to the neighborhood of the representative
volume element at a spatial position shifted by li (or zero) so that
a total of 27n nuclei is deﬁned within XRVE and its direct neighbor-
hood. In the case of an intersection of the surrounding sphere for afreshly deﬁned nucleus at xnucðpÞi with the spheres for previously
deﬁned nuclei q during their successive generation, the respective
nucleus is deleted and re-deﬁned at an alternative random posi-
tion. The process is repeated until all n nuclei within XRVE together
with the corresponding 26n nuclei in its direct neighborhood are
deﬁned in a non-conﬂicting manner.
The Voronï cells XcðpÞ belonging to the individual nuclei p lo-
cated at the spatial point xnucðpÞi are deﬁned as the sets of spatial
points xi, which are closer to the respective nucleus p than to all
other nuclei q. Hence,
XcðpÞ ¼ xijxi 2 R3; rLðxi; xnucðpÞi Þ 6 rLðxi; xnucðqÞi Þ; q– p
n o
;
p; q ¼ 1; . . . ;n ð4Þ
where the distance rLðxi; xnucðpÞi Þ in Laguerre geometry is related to
the Euclidean distance rEðxi; xnucðpÞi Þ by
rLðxi; xnucðpÞi Þ ¼ ðrEðxi; xnucðpÞi ÞÞ2  ðrðpÞÞ2
 1
2 ð5Þ
(Fig. 2). In previous analyses by Fan et al. (2004) and Fazekas
et al. (2002) as well as by the present authors (Hardenacke and
Hohe, 2010; Hohe and Beckmann, 2011), the Voronoï process in La-
guerre geometry deﬁned by Eqs. (4) and (5) has been found to pro-
vide reliable and realistic computational foam models. Especially,
it outperforms the standard (C-) Voronoï process obtained from
Eqs. (4) and (5) by reducing the sphere radii rðpÞ to zero as well
as the d-Voronoï process in terms of the surface-to-volume ratio
of the individual cells.
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structure, the cell walls of the computational foam models are
meshed with three-node tetrahedral ﬁnite shell elements. A stan-
dard, displacement based formulation with six degrees of freedom
per node is employed. A geometrically nonlinear formulation is
employed in order to account for large deﬂection and ﬁnite mem-
brane strains in the case of local microstructural instabilities under
compressive loads. For simplicity, cell walls intersecting with the
external surfaces of the representative volume element XRVE are
modelled entirely on either the positive or the negative external
surface of XRVE. Hence, non-plane (although piecewise parallel)
external surfaces of XRVE are obtained.
Along the cell wall intersection lines, the use of shell elements
implies an inconsistency, since the adjacent cell walls and thus
the corresponding shell elements intersect at an angle /– 180.
Hence, the shells describing the adjacent cell walls overlap. On
the other hand, the overlapping ranges in general will be small
as long as low density foams are considered, where the cell wall
thickness is much smaller than the characteristic dimensions of
the individual cells. Hence, the modelling error provided by the
partial overlapping of the shell volumes out of the shell’s reference
surfaces can be neglected without considerable errors.
The analyses are performed under displacement controlled
boundary conditions. In this context, an interrelation between
the displacements ui of the displacements on the external surfaces
of the representative volume element and the components Fij of
the effective deformation gradient can easily be derived by substi-
tuting the components Fij of the local deformation gradient for X
RVE
in Eq. (1) with their deﬁnition in terms of the displacement gradi-
ent and transforming the volume integral into a surface integral
using Green’s theorem. Hence,
1
VRVE
Z
@XRVE
uinjdA ¼ Fij  dij ð6Þ
where nj are the components of the outward normal unit vector on
the external surfaces @XRVE of the representative volume element.
Considering homogeneously distributed reference deformation
cases Fij on the mesoscopic level, periodic boundary conditions
are applied to corresponding surfaces @XRVEðþÞ and @XRVEðÞ on oppo-
site sides of the representative volume element. Together with the
bricklike shape of the representative volume element, the boundary
conditions
uðþÞi  uðÞi
lj
¼ Fij  dij ð7Þ
are obtained. The boundary conditions (7) are applied between the
displacement components uðþÞi and u
ðÞ
i of all pairs of corresponding
nodes on the external surfaces of XRVE. In addition, six further
boundary conditions have to be applied to constrain the transla-
tional and rotational rigid body motions of the representative vol-
ume element. Due to the restaints on the rotational degrees of
freedom, the skew part of the deformation gradient Fij cannot be
considered. For the investigations of the present study, this restric-
tion does not imply any loss in generality, since in the subsequent
analyses, only the symmetric parts of the deformation gradient as
objective measures of strain are required in the considered refer-
ence deformation states. Nevertheless, if necessary, an extension
of the consideration to the skew part of the effective deformation
gradient by skipping the rotation restraints is straightforward.
Examples for ﬁnite element models of the microstructure with
different cell numbers n are presented in Fig. 3. Notice that
although the isolated cell walls in the model with 64 cells have
no visible connection with the remainder of the microstructure,
they are properly connected with the main model through the
periodic boundary conditions (7).2.3. Local homogenization
2.3.1. Probabilistic analysis
The determination of the effective material response based on
the procedure described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 requires that the
condition (3) for the size of the representative volume element is
satisﬁed. Results provided by Kanaun and Tkachenko (2006), van
der Burg et al. (1997) and Zhu et al. (2000) indicate, that the nec-
essary number of cells in XRVE may be in the range of 100 and be-
yond in order to account for all possible microstructural effects and
thus to ensure that XRVE is statistically representative. On the other
hand, especially for metallic foams, characteristic cell sizes can be
in the range of several millimeters. For closed-cell aluminum
foams, e.g. Kolluri et al. (2007) report an average cell diameter of
3:8 mm. Thus, edge lengths li in the range of 15 to 18 mm are re-
quired for a cubic representative volume element containing be-
tween 100 and 200 individual cells. This size is in the same order
of magnitude of (or at least not signiﬁcantly below) the smallest
characteristic length for many technical applications such as sand-
wich core or hollow beam thicknesses. Hence, the condition (3) is
satisﬁed for this case and thus, no well deﬁned representative vol-
ume element in terms of this condition exists. Although, represen-
tative volume elements XRVE for the respective microstructure
satisfying the minimum size requirement might be identiﬁed, the
effective material properties determined on their analysis are re-
lated to mesoscopic length scales beyond the respective minimum
lengths of the macroscopic structure. Thus, the self-averaging ef-
fect for the material cannot be exploited and the variability and
uncertainty in the properties for a quasi homogeneous effective
medium have to be considered even on the macroscale (Fig. 1).
For their numerical characterization, probabilistic homogenization
schemes are required.
For determination of the scatter to be expected in the properties
of the substitute, effective medium most available studies in liter-
ature employ small scale, statistically non representative ‘‘testing
volume elements’’ XTVE, satisfying the size condition L l at least
in an approximate manner. By generation of a population ofm test-
ing volume elements XTVEðmÞ with different random microstructures
and subsequent homogenization, a statistically representative set
of effective property data is obtained, which enables a stochastic
assessment of the effective material response either in terms of
the basic stochastic parameters such as the expectation value, var-
iance and standard deviationEðyÞ ¼ Pm
k¼1
ykpðykÞ ð8Þ
VðyÞ ¼ Pm
k¼1
EðyÞ  yk
 2pðykÞ ð9Þ
SðyÞ ¼ VðyÞð Þ1=2 ð10Þwhere pðykÞ is the individual probability for occurrence of the
microstructure of the respective testing volume element XTVEðkÞ and
thus for the occurrence of the effective property y based thereon.
Alternatively, the probability and probability density distributionsFðyðkÞÞ ¼
Pk
i¼1
pðyi Þ ð11Þ
f ðyðkÞÞ ¼
@FðyÞ
@y

y¼yðkÞ
ð12Þcan be considered directly, deﬁning the accumulated probability
that the random effective property y has a value of yk or less and
the corresponding probability density respectively.
Fig. 3. Computational foam models.
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The repeated analysis of independent small scale testing vol-
ume elements involves the problem that the underlying micro-
structures may not account for all possible interaction effects,
especially rare ones. Furthermore, this method is not capable for
an analysis of the correlation between the effective properties at
neighboring spatial positions in the random ﬁeld formed by the
random effective property y. Therefore, a different approach is
proposed in the present study. Instead of a set of small scale non
representative testing volume elements a large scale, statistically
representative volume element XRVE is considered, satisfying the
minimum size requirement for being statistically representative
for the investigated cellular material. In order to obtain the varying
material properties pðykÞ on a lower length scale, the representa-
tive volume element is subdivided into sub-structures. For cellular
solids, the smallest feasible sub-structures are the individual cells.
Hence, they are employed as testing volume elements XTVEðkÞ in the
random homogenization analysis (Fig. 4).
Using this concept, the random effective stress and strain com-
ponents for an applied macroscopic deformation state are deter-
mined by application of the homogenization Eqs. (1) and (2) toFig. 4. Decomposition of the reprthe testing volume elements XTVEðkÞ . Hence, the components F

ij of
the effective deformation gradient are obtained by
FijðXTVEðkÞ Þ ¼
1
VTVEðkÞ
Z
@XTVEðkÞ
uinjdAþ dij ð13Þ
considering the cell wall midplanes as the boundaries @XTVEðkÞ of the
testing volume elements. Considering the ﬁnite element discretiza-
tion of the cell walls, Eq. (13) can be transformed to
FijðXTVEðkÞ Þ ¼
1
VTVEðkÞ
PeTVEðkÞ
e¼1
aelmðeÞij ð14Þ
where
aelmðeÞij ¼
Z
AelmðeÞ
uinjdA ð15Þ
is the contribution of the individual elements. When using linear,
displacement based triangular ﬁnite elements as in the present
study, Eq. (15) can be rewritten as
aelmðeÞij ¼
1
3
uð1Þi þ uð2Þi þ uð3Þi
 
njA
elmðeÞ ð16Þesentative volume element.
Fig. 5. Moving window.
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ment e whereas AelmðeÞ denotes its area (Fig. 4). In a similar manner,
the effective stresses Pij for the testing volume element X
TVE
ðkÞ are
determined by
PijðXTVEðkÞ Þ ¼
1
VTVEðkÞ
PeTVEðkÞ
e¼1
belmðeÞij ð17Þ
where
belmðeÞij ¼
Z
AelmðeÞ
Z 0
xloc3 ¼telmðeÞ
Pij dxloc3 dA ð18Þ
considering that the internal void volume of the cells is stress free.
Notice that the integral in Eq. (18) is taken only for the lower half of
the cell wall located within the testing volume element XTVEðkÞ
whereas the upper half of the cell wall belongs to the neighboring
cell. For the employed constant strain triangular elements, Eq.
(18) can be simpliﬁed to
belmðeÞij ¼ AelmðeÞ
Z 0
xloc3 ¼telmðeÞ
Pij dxloc3 ð19Þ
where the remaining integral with respect to the local thickness
direction xloc3 is evaluated numerically using the stress results at
the integration points located through the thickness of the ﬁnite
element.
Using Eqs. (14) to (19), the effective deformation and stress
components Fij and P

ij are easily obtained from the nodal displace-
ments of the cell wall ﬁnite elements and the local stresses – trans-
formed into the global coordinate system – at their integration
points. Since the testing volume elements XTVEðkÞ are embedded into
a statistically representative foam model, the homogenization re-
sults account for all possible microstructural features – even rare
ones – in a natural manner. The correlation between the effective
properties at neighboring spatial positions in the random effective
medium are accessible without limitations.
2.3.3. Moving window approach
When using the microstructure related homogenization proce-
dure proposed in Section 2.3.2, care has to be taken in the stochas-
tic assessment since the volumes VTVEðkÞ of the individual testing
volume elements XTVEðkÞ are not equal. Hence, the individual proba-
bilities pðyÞ for occurrence of the homogenization result y in
Eqs. (8) to (12) is not uniform. This problem can be avoided by a
deﬁnition of testing volume elements XTVE
0
as ﬁxed subsets of
the Euclidean space, irrespectively of the microstructure therein.
Furthermore, a space related deﬁnition of the testing volume ele-
ments would be advantageous for an easier evaluation of the inter-
relation of the homogenization results y for neighboring testing
volume elements.
For this purpose, a moving window technique is employed. The
testing volume elements XTVE
0
are spherical elements with uniform
radius rTVE. The testing volume elements XTVE
0
are deﬁned on a
spatially regular grid with a similar spacing of Dl in all three spatial
directions xi according to Fig. 5. Overlapping testing volume ele-
ments are permitted, since this approach basically constitutes a
technique for assigning material properties to equally spaced
points – here the sphere centers – considering the situation at
these points and within a ﬁxed spatially neighborhood.
Due to the space related deﬁnition, the external boundaries of
the testing volume elements XTVE
0
are located predominantly with-
in the void interior of the cells. Hence, a deﬁnition of displacement
ﬁelds on the testing volume element surfaces, as required in Eq.
(13), is problematic. To circumvent this problem, the effective
deformation and stress components FijðXTVE
0 Þ and PijðXTVE
0 Þ for
the space related testing volume elements are derived from theeffective stress and deformation components FijðXTVEÞ and
PijðXTVEÞ obtained in the microstructure related approach deﬁned
in Section 2.3.2 assuming a uniform distribution of FijðXTVEÞ and
PijðXTVEÞ through the respective microstructure related testing vol-
ume elements XTVE. Based on this assumption, the effective defor-
mation and stress components for the alternative testing volume
elements are deﬁned by
FijðXTVE
0 Þ ¼ 1
VTVE
0
Z
XTVE
0
FijðXTVEÞ ~wðrEÞdV ð20Þ
PijðXTVE
0 Þ ¼ 1
VTVE
0
Z
XTVE
0
PijðXTVEÞ ~wðrEÞdV ð21Þ
where
~wðrEÞ ¼ wðr
EÞ
1
VTVE
0
R
XTVE
0 wðrEÞdV ð22Þ
is the normalized form of a weight function wðrEÞ depending on the
Euclidian distance rE of the respective spatial point to the reference
point of the respective testing volume element XTVE
0
. By an appro-
priate choice of the weight function in the assignment of the effec-
tive material properties to the reference point, the importance of
speciﬁc regions within the testing volume element – as e.g. the di-
rect neighborhood of the reference point – can be weighted higher
than the importance of other regions. By choosingwðrEÞ ¼ 1, all spa-
tial positions within XTVE
0
are provided with a uniform weight.
Alternatively, the original effective properties FijðXTVEÞ and
PijðXTVEÞ at positions closer to the reference point in the center of
the testing volume elements XTVE
0
can be considered to be more
important by choosing wðrEÞ as a function decaying with increasing
distance rE to the sphere center. Within the present study either a
uniform weight function wðrEÞ ¼ 1 or a decaying function of the
Gaussian type
wðrEÞ ¼ 1
sð2pÞ1=2
e
1
2
rE
s
 2
ð23Þ
are employed, where the parameter s is chosen such that
wðrTVE0 Þ ¼ 106.
3. Example
As an illustrative example, the probabilistic local homogeniza-
tion procedures deﬁned in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 are applied to
an assessment in the material uncertainty of an elastic closed cell
aluminum foam. The cell wall material behavior is deﬁned by a
Young’s modulus of E ¼ 70 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of m ¼ 0:3.
The cell wall thickness tcw is assumed to be uniform and is chosen
in such a manner that the relative density of the representative
Table 1
Correlation between relative density and cell volume.
1  256 cells 4  64 cells 16  16 cells
Rðq=q0;VcÞ 0:9133 0:9380 0:9459
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sentative volume element XRVE with a uniform edge length of
lRVE ¼ 10 mm consisting of 256 cells is considered. Thus, the expec-
tation value of the cell size is EðVcÞ ¼ 3:91 mm3. Although this cell
size is in the lower limit for standard aluminum foams, similar re-
sults would be obtained for all other absolute cell sizes since no di-
rect length dependence of the considered properties occurs. The
standard deviation SðVcÞ of the cell size is assumed to be 40% of
its expectation value in order to obtain a distinctively disordered
microstructure.
The cell size distribution is assumed to be of the logarithmic
normal type with the probability density distribution
f ðVnucÞ ¼ 1
Vnucrð2pÞ1=2
e
1
2
lnVnucl
r
 2
ð24Þ
for the volumes Vnuc of the spheres surrounding the individual nu-
clei in the Voronoï process in Laguerre geometry employed for gen-
eration of the computational foam model (Section 2.2). The position
and shape parameters l and r are chosen such that the resulting
cell size distribution FðVcÞ features the pre-deﬁned expectation va-
lue and standard deviation.
The computational foam model is presented in Fig. 3 (model
with 256 cells). The ﬁnite element model consists of 238936 ele-
ments and 116289 nodes involving 697734 degrees of freedom.
Since models of this size require a large numerical effort, an alter-
native approach is used, where a total of 16 representative volume
elements with a volume of VRVE ¼ 62:5 mm3 consisting of 16 cells
each are considered to form a 256 cell sample for the stochastic
evaluation. In addition, a set of 4 medium scale representative vol-
ume elements consisting of 64 cells each with a volume of
VRVE ¼ 250 mm3 is analyzed. Since the numerical effort for the re-
peated analysis of small scale models increases linearly with the
number of models whereas it increases in a higher order manner
with the number of unknowns (depending on the type of numeri-
cal solution algorithm), the repeated analysis of small scale models
is numerically more efﬁcient than a single analysis of a large scale
model with the same total number of cells and an equivalent mesh
density.
The local material response of the testing volume elements is
assessed in terms of the effective stiffness components Cij accord-
ing to
r11
r22
r33
r23
r13
r12
0
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2e12
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
ð25ÞFig. 6. Cell size and relative density distrdeﬁning an anisotropic linear elastic material. The stiffness compo-
nents Cij can be derived from the components C

ijkl of the elasticity
tensor in the general form rij ¼ Cijklekl by combining the ﬁrst and
the second pair of indices of Cijkl to a new index employing the rules
11! 1, 22! 2, 33! 3, 23! 4, 13! 5 and 12! 6.
The analysis is performed in terms of the inﬁnitesimal strain
tensor eij deﬁned as the symmetric part of the deformation gradi-
ent Fij and the Cauchy stress components rij ¼ PikFjk=det F. For
determination of the local stiffness components Cij of the testing
volume elements XTVEðkÞ , the representative volume element X
RVE is
loaded by six independent reference deformation states on the
macroscopic level, where all effective strain components except
one are zero. As a result of the local homogenization analysis
according to Section 2.3, six pairs of local effective stress and strain
states rij and eij are obtained for each testing volume element X
TVE
ðkÞ .
Substituting these local stress and strain states into Eq. (25) yields
a system of 36 coupled linear equations for the 36 stiffness compo-
nents Cij of the respective testing volume element. In this system,
15 equations are surplus due to the symmetry of the effective
elastic stiffness matrix Cij deriving from the symmetry Cijkl ¼ Cklij
of the elasticity tensor.
4. Microstructure related assessment of material uncertainties
4.1. Raw data
In a ﬁrst approach, the microstructure related local homogeni-
zation scheme deﬁned in Section 2.3.2 is employed for assessment
of the uncertainties in the local material response of the model
foam deﬁned in Section 3. In Fig. 6, the distributions of the cell size
Vc and the relative density q=q0 are presented for the model with
256 cells. In this context, a non-uniform relative density of the
individual cells is obtained, since the cell volume varies whereas
the cell wall thickness is uniform.
The probability distribution FðVcÞ of the cell size is shown in
Fig. 6(a) whereas the discrete probability distribution Fðq=q0Þ of
the relative density is plotted in Fig. 6(b). Thereby, each data point
represents the density of a single cell. Due to the fact that there are
only few large and small cells in the model, the amount of available
data in the upper and lower tails of the distributions is less dense.
In cases where the tails are important, it would be possible to gen-
erate an adequate number of representative volume elements with
very small and large cells respectively in order to increase the data
in the tails systematically.ibution of the model with 256 cells.
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logarithmic normal distributions (24). The shape and position
parameters r and l of the continuous distributions are determined
such that the expectation value EðyÞ and the variance VðyÞ for the
discrete distributions of the considered variable y and their
continuous counterparts are identical. The resulting continuous
probability distributions and the corresponding probability density
distributions are also presented in Figs. 6(a) and (b). The computed
discrete distributions and their continuous approximations are in
an excellent agreement, indicating that the Voronoï process in
Laguerre geometry employed for generation of the computational
foam model provides an excellent control of the cell size distribu-
tion of the computational foam model.
The relation between the relative density and the cell volume is
shown in Fig. 6(c). The local relative density varies between
q=q0  0:05 and 0:13. The cell volume ranges from Vc  1 to 12,
where the cell volume increases with decreasing relative density.
Thereby, the scatter band is rather narrow indicating a high
correlation between the relative density and the cell volume. The
corresponding correlation coefﬁcientsFig. 7. Microstructure relatedRðy1; y2Þ ¼
Eðy1y2Þ  Eðy1ÞEðy2Þ
Vðy1ÞVðy2Þ
 1=2 ð26Þ
with y1 ¼ q=q0 and y2 ¼ Vc are presented in Table 1. In all cases, the
single analysis of a large scale representative volume element XRVE
with 256 cells as well as the analyses of sets of several medium or
small scale volume elements, correlation coefﬁcients close to
Rðq=q0;VcÞ ¼ 1 are obtained, indicating a rather strong inverse
correlation of the cell volume Vc with the local relative density q=q0.
In Fig. 7, the raw data for the effective normal, coupling and
shear stiffness components Cij are plotted in dependence on the lo-
cal relative density q=q0. The ﬁrst row of subﬁgures (Figs. 7 is re-
lated to the single analysis of the large scale representative
volume element XRVE with 256 cells whereas the second and third
rows of subﬁgures are related to the analysis of 4 medium scale
volume elements with 64 cells each (Figs. 7 small scale volume ele-
ments with 16 cells each (Figs. 7 respectively. The normal effective
stiffness components C11, C

22 and C

33 are presented in the ﬁrst line
of subﬁgures whereas the second and third lines of subﬁgures are
related to the normal coupling stiffness components C23, C

13 andassessment – raw data.
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
44, C

55
and C66 respectively.
In all three approaches, no distinct differences are observed be-
tween the results related to the individual spatial directions xi. The
three normal stiffness components C11, C

22 and C

33 are foundwithin
a unique scatter band. In a similarmanner, unique scatter bands are
obtained for the three shear stiffness components C44, C

55 and C

66 as
well as for the three normal coupling stiffness components C44, C

55
and C66. Hence, as to be expected, the computed response of the ran-
dom foammicrostructure is approximately isotropic, provided that
a statistical representative set of testing volume elements XTVE is
considered. Except a few outliers, the local relative density q=q0
proves to be the main inﬂuence parameter affecting the local
effective stiffness of the cellularmicrostructure under investigation.
A comparison of the effective stiffness components obtained by
the single analysis of a large scale representative volume element
with 256 cells and the repeated analyses of small andmedium scale
volume elements (16  16 cells and 4  64 cells) yields no distinct
difference between the results based on the different approaches.
Hence, all statistical signiﬁcant interaction effects are recaptured
even with small scale volume elements. Nevertheless, the range of
the local relative density captured by the small scale volume ele-
ments with 16 cells (Figs. 7(c), (f) and (i)) is slightly narrower than
the corresponding range for the larger models due to the fact that
the occurrence of rather large or small cells is suppressed due to
the limited number of cells in the individual volume elements.
4.2. Probabilistic assessment
The raw data bases for the stiffness components are evaluated
statistically according to Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. In Fig. 8, the
probability distributions FðCijÞ and the corresponding probability
density distributions f ðCijÞ are presented for the models with
256, 64 and 16 cells respectively. Due to the statistical isotropy
of the foamed material, the individual stiffness components Cij
are evaluated in the groups of the normal stiffness coefﬁcients
Cnrm (C

11, C

22 and C

33), the normal coupling stiffness coefﬁcientsFig. 8. Microstructure related assessmCcpl (C

23, C

13 and C

12) and the shear stiffness coefﬁcients C

shr (C

44,
C55 and C

66). The results are based on the cell size distribution
and the corresponding probability distribution of the relative den-
sity presented in Figs. 6(a) and (b) with an expectation value of
Eðq=q0Þ  0:08 and a standard deviation of Sðq=q0Þ  0:013.
For the probability distributions FðCijÞ, both, the discrete distri-
butions computed directly by means of the local homogenization
scheme as well as continuous approximations in terms of a loga-
rithmic normal distribution (24) are presented. As before, the coef-
ﬁcients of the logarithmic normal approximation of the discrete
probability distributions are determined such that the expectation
value and the variance of the respective discrete probability distri-
bution and its approximation are identical. For the probability den-
sity distributions f ðCijÞ, only the continuous approximations are
presented since the determination of the probability density distri-
bution as the numerical derivative of the discrete probability dis-
tributions results in rather noisy functions which would be
meaningless without distinct smoothing.
As expected in the discussion on the raw data base (Fig. 7), al-
most identical results are obtained whether a single foam model
with 256 cells is considered or whether the 256 cell raw data base
is determined from the multiple analysis of small and medium
scale models (4  64 cells and 16  16 cells). In all three ap-
proaches for generation of the raw data base, statistically identical
results are obtained, where both, the mean values as well as the
statistical distributions of the respective local effective properties
are equal. Obviously, already the set of the smallest model contain-
ing 16 cells only provides an adequate representation of all possi-
ble microstructural features leading to scatter in the effective
material properties, at least in a statistically representative manner
considering all 16 foam models in the data set. Hence, the numer-
ically more efﬁcient multiple analysis of small to medium scale
volume elements may be employed for generation of the raw data
base without loss in generality for the statistical results.
For the local normal stiffness components, a median stiffness of
Cmednrm ¼ 2:72 GPa and a standard deviation of SðCnrmÞ ¼ 0:56 GPa is
obtained. The probability distribution FðCnrmÞ is distinctivelyent – probability distributions.
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band between cumulative probabilities of FðCnrmÞ ¼ 0:5% and
99:5% containing the inner 99% of the data ranges from
Cnrm ¼ 2:03 GPa and 4:83 GPa and thus from Cmednrm  1:23SðCnrmÞ
to Cmednrm þ 3:79SðCnrmÞ. This results reveals that the probability dis-
tribution for the normal stiffness features a distinct skewness and
thus is essentially of a non Gaussian type. Therefore, a stochastic
assessment of the material uncertainty in terms of its expectation
value and standard deviation alone might be insufﬁcient. Similar
results are obtained for the probability distributions of the cou-
pling and shear stiffness coefﬁcients Ccpl and C

shr. Their median val-
ues are Cmedcpl ¼ 1:20 GPa and Cmedshr ¼ 0:76 GPa respectively with
standard deviations of SðCcplÞ ¼ 0:21 GPa and SðCshrÞ ¼ 0:19 GPa.
The inner 99% intervals are deﬁned by Ccpl 2 ½0:89;1:94	 GPa and
Cshr 2 ½0:59;1:59	 GPa respectively. Due to the narrower scatter
bands, higher peaks are obtained for the probability density distri-
butions f ðCcplÞ and f ðCshrÞ compared to the probability density dis-
tribution f ðCnrmÞ of the normal stiffness (Figs. 8(d) to (f)).
The probability distributions FðCijÞ for the effective stiffness
components are qualitatively similar to the underlying probability
distribution Fðq=q0Þ of the relative density due to the strong cor-
relation between effective stiffness and relative density (Fig. 7). For
a quantitative assessment of the correlation between relative den-
sity and local effective stiffness, the correlation coefﬁcients
RðCij;q=q0Þ are determined. The results are listed in Table 2. For
the normal stiffness, a rather strong correlation with the relative
density is observed, indicated by an average correlation coefﬁcient
of RðCnrm;q=q0Þ  0:88. A similar result is obtained for the cou-
pling stiffness components. For the shear stiffness components, a
slightly less distinct correlations with an average of
RðCshr;q=q0Þ  0:84 is obtained. Nevertheless, even this value is
not signiﬁcantly below the results for the other stiffness compo-
nents. The distinct correlation between local effective stiffness
and relative density reveals that a scatter in the local relative den-
sity caused by spatial variations in the microstructure might be the
most important parameter controlling the scatter in the effective
material properties of solid foams.5. Moving window analysis
5.1. Raw data
The microstructure related assessment of the local effective
properties performed in Section 4 enables the establishment of a
relation between the uncertainty in the microstructural geometry
and topology of solid foams and the uncertainty in the correspond-
ing effective properties. Nevertheless, the microstructure related
assessment has the disadvantage that the individual data points
in the raw data base are related to testing volume elements XTVE
with variable size and shape. To circumvent this problem, aTable 2
Microstructure related assessment – correlation with relative density.
1  256 cells 4  64 cells 16  16 cells
RðC11;q=q0Þ 0.9064 0.9032 0.8694
RðC22;q=q0Þ 0.8996 0.8783 0.8529
RðC33;q=q0Þ 0.8958 0.8917 0.8490
RðC23;q=q0Þ 0.8738 0.8741 0.8923
RðC13;q=q0Þ 0.8927 0.9021 0.9063
RðC12;q=q0Þ 0.8764 0.8546 0.8982
RðC44;q=q0Þ 0.8451 0.8623 0.8312
RðC55;q=q0Þ 0.8542 0.7605 0.8715
RðC66;q=q0Þ 0.8218 0.8607 0.8456moving window approach is proposed in Section 2.3.3. In the pres-
ent section, this approach is applied to the example speciﬁed in
Section 3. As a base for the computations, the results obtained in
Section 4 on the single analysis of the 256 cell foam model are em-
ployed. Within this representative volume element, the testing vol-
ume elements (moving windows) are positioned on a square grid
of 10  10  10 equally spaced locations. Spherical testing volume
elements with diameters of rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm and 4 mm are employed.
In a competitive approach, the analyses based on the small testing
volume elements are performed with a Gaussian weight function
(22) and – alternatively – with a constant weight function wðrEÞ
in Eqs. (20) and (21).
In a preliminary analysis, the distribution of the relative density
for the testing volume elements XTVE is studied since this quantity
has been found to be the most important microstructural parame-
ter in the microstructure related probabilistic homogenization
(Section 4.2). The results for the probability and probability density
distributions are presented in Fig. 9. Depending on the different
deﬁnitions of the effective properties assigned to the different test-
ing volume element (or window) positions, different probability
distributions are obtained for the relative density q=q0. Whereas
the median relative density is not affected by the deﬁnition of
the effective properties, an increasing size of the testing volume
elements results in a steeper probability distributions Fðq=q0Þ
and thus probability density distributions f ðq=q0Þwith higher peak
values. The width of the corresponding scatter bands decreases
with increasing testing volume element size rTVE
0
due to increasing
self-averaging effects with increasing averaging volume (Fig. 9,
Gaussian weight function with rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm and 4 mm). For the
same reason, the use of a Gaussian instead of a constant weight
function wðrEÞ in the determination of the effective properties re-
sults in a steeper probability distribution Fðq=q0Þ since the Gauss-
ian function (22) supplies spatial points far from the center of the
testing volume element with small weights so that the contribu-
tion of the ranges close to the testing volume element boundary
becomes less signiﬁcant than for a homogeneously distributed
weight function. Thus the use of the Gaussian function reduces
the effective averaging volume in the determination of the effec-
tive properties for the respective testing volume element.
The corresponding raw data for the effective stiffness compo-
nents Cij are presented in Fig. 10. Similar as in Fig. 7 for the micro-
structure related approach, the ﬁrst line of subﬁgures is related to
the normal stiffness components C11, C

22 and C

33 whereas the sec-
ond and third lines are related to the normal coupling components
C23, C

13 and C

12 and the shear stiffness components C

44, C

55 and C

66
respectively. The ﬁrst column of subﬁgures is related to the small
testing volume elements with a constant weight function wðrEÞ
in Eqs. (20) and (21) whereas the second and third rows are related
to Gaussian weight functions in conjunction with small and large
testing volume elements (rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm and rTVE0 ¼ 4 mm) respec-Fig. 9. Moving window analysis – relative density distributions.
Table 3
Moving window analysis - correlation with relative density.
rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm rTVE0 ¼ 1 mm ðGaussÞ rTVE0 ¼ 4 mm ðGaussÞ
RðC11;q=q0Þ 0.8971 0.8907 0.8959
RðC22;q=q0Þ 0.8862 0.8894 0.8952
RðC33;q=q0Þ 0.9026 0.8952 0.9131
RðC23;q=q0Þ 0.8457 0.8490 0.8600
RðC13;q=q0Þ 0.8674 0.8705 0.8809
RðC12;q=q0Þ 0.8674 0.8705 0.8809
RðC44;q=q0Þ 0.8372 0.8366 0.8499
RðC55;q=q0Þ 0.8674 0.8398 0.8876
RðC66;q=q0Þ 0.8374 0.8121 0.8417
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are again found to be strongly inﬂuenced by the local relative den-
sity. The corresponding correlation coefﬁcients RðCij;q=q0Þ pre-
sented in Table 3 are similar than the correlation coefﬁcients
obtained in the microstructure related assessment (Table 2). No
signiﬁcant effect of the testing volume element size and the type
of weight function is observed for the correlation of effective stiff-
ness and local relative density.
5.2. Probability distributions
The probability distributions FðCijÞ for the effective stiffness
components are presented in Fig. 11 together with the correspond-
ing probability density distributions f ðCijÞ. Similar as in the micro-
structure related assessment, the individual normal, coupling and
shear stiffness components related to the individual spatial direc-
tions are analyzed in combined form due to the statistically isotro-
pic material response on the macroscopic level. Again, the discrete
probability distributions are approximated by continuous distribu-
tions of the logarithmic normal type (24), providing a good
estimate of the direct numerical results.Fig. 10. Moving windowCompared to their counterparts based on the microstructure
related approach (Fig. 8(a)), the discrete probability distributions
FðCijÞ for the effective normal, coupling and shear stiffness compo-
nents based on the moving window approach feature a smoother
appearance, especially towards their lower tails. Their mediananalysis – raw data.
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ment whereas their skewness and thus their asymmetry is slightly
reduced, although still present. Considering the small testing vol-
ume element size (rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm) with a constant weight function,
a median normal stiffness of Cmednrm ¼ 2:88 GPa and a 99% scatter
band with Cnrm 2 ½2:04;4:30	 GPa are obtained for the normal stiff-
ness. Compared to the corresponding values of Cmednrm ¼ 2:72 GPa
and Cnrm 2 ½2:03;4:83	 GPa for the microstructure related ap-
proach, the median is shifted towards the center of the 99% scatter
band. The width of the 99% scatter band is reduced by approxi-
mately 19%. For the coupling and shear stiffnesses with median
values of Cmedcpl ¼ 1:27 GPa and Cmedshr ¼ 0:80 GPa as well as 99%
scatter bands deﬁned by Ccpl 2 ½0:90;1:79	 GPa and Cshr 2 ½0:55;
1:31	 GPa respectively, similar effects are observed.
For the moving window approach with the two different
considered testing volume element sizes and the two different def-
initions of the weight function wðrEÞ in Eqs. (20) and (21)the med-
ian values of the probability distributions for the normal, coupling
and shear stiffness components respectively are found to be equal.
On the other hand, the slopes of the respective probability distribu-
tions FðCnrmÞ, FðCcplÞ and FðCshrÞ and thus the peaks of the corre-
sponding probability density distributions f ðCnrmÞ, f ðCcplÞ and
f ðCshrÞ are found to increase with increasing testing volume ele-
ment size rTVE
0
(Figs. 11(b), (c), (e) and (f) respectively). As for the
distribution of the relative density discussed in Section 5.1, the rea-
son for this effect is the increasing self averaging effect with
increasing sample size. The use of a constant weight function
wðrEÞ instead of the strongly inhomogeneous Gaussian function
(22) results in an increase of the volume inside the testing volume
element which is supplied with a signiﬁcant weight. Thus, the
effective volume for the averaging procedure in Eqs. (20) and
(21) increases. Consequently, steeper slopes are obtained in the
probability distributions in Fig. 11(a) compared to Fig. 11(b) based
on the Gaussian weight function.Fig. 11. Moving window analysis5.3. Autocorrelation
In addition to the advantage that all effective components are
based on testing volume elements of equal size and shape, the
moving window approach has the advantage that the testing vol-
ume elements are located on a regular, equally spaced grid, en-
abling a simple analysis of the correlation of the effective
properties of neighboring testing volume elements. The autocorre-
lation is accessed in terms of Moran’s index I. It is based on a neigh-
borhood matrix W with the components
w^ðklÞ ¼
1 if l is one of the 26 neighboring windows of k;
0 otherwise:

ð27Þ
deﬁning the neighborhood of the testing volume element XTVE
0
ðkÞ . For
simplicity, the neighborhood matrix W is normalized row by row
wðklÞ ¼
w^ðklÞPn
l¼1w^ðklÞ
ð28Þ
where n is the total number of testing volume elements XTVE
0
ðkÞ . With
(28), the local Moran’s index is deﬁned by
IðkÞðCijÞ ¼
ðCðkÞij  EðCijÞÞ
Pn
l¼1wðklÞðCðlÞij  EðCijÞÞ
1
n
Pn
l¼1ðCðlÞij  EðCijÞÞ2
ð29Þ
where CðkÞij is the effective stiffness component C

ij for testing vol-
ume element XTVE
0
ðkÞ . Based on the local Moran’s index (29), the global
Moran’s index is deﬁned by
IðCijÞ ¼
1
n
Pn
k¼1
IðkÞðCijÞ ð30Þ
as the average of the local Moran’s Indices IðkÞðCijÞ for the individual
testing volume elements XTVE
0
ðkÞ .– probability distributions.
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normal stiffness component C11 are presented in Fig. 12 concerning
the analyses with a Gaussian weight function and testing volume
element sizes with rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm and 4 mm. For information, the
absolute value of the normal stiffness C11 and the relative density
q=q0 for the respective cases are added. The individual subﬁgures
are related to clipping planes through the representative volume
element parallel to the x1-x2-plane at different x3-values.
For the smaller testing volume element size of rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm, a
global Moran’s index is IðC11Þ ¼ 0:0619 whereas IðC11Þ ¼ 0:1288
is obtained for the larger testing volume element size with
rTVE
0 ¼ 4 mm. The larger Moran’s index in the latter case indicates
a more distinct autocorrelation for the larger testing volume ele-
ments. The increase in the autocorrelation with the testing volume
element size rTVE
0
is caused by the fact that for larger neighboring
testing volume elements, the overlap volume covered by both vol-
ume elements increases. Nevertheless, in both cases, the spatial
autocorrelation of the effective stiffness components is weak com-
pared to known effects in other materials such as ﬁber reinforced
composites with long ﬁbers.
Considering the results of the local Moran’s index IðkÞðC11Þ,
Fig. 12 reveals that areas with both, a negative Moran’s index as
well as areas with a positive Moran’s Index are present. Hence, spa-
tial autocorrelation apparently exists in some parts of the model
foam. Comparing the results for the local Moran’s indexwith the re-
sults for the effective stiffness and the relative density at the
respective spatial positions shows that in most cases the Moran’s
index IðkÞðC11Þ is high if the corresponding effective stiffness compo-
nent C11 and the local relative density q=q0 are low. Low local rel-
ative densities are in general related to larger cell sizes and thus
larger areas provided with the respective local homogenization re-
sult. Examples for such ranges in case of the small testing volume
element size with rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm are the spatial positions
xi ¼ ð0:5;7:5;2:5Þ, ð3:5;5:5;4:5Þ, ð3:5;5:5;5:5Þ, ð4:5;5:5;5:5Þ,
ð5:5;6:5;5:5Þ and ð4:5;7:5;8:5Þ. In the analysis with the larger test-
ing volume element size (rTVE
0 ¼ 4 mm), both, the global Moran’s
index and the spreading of the local Moran’s Indices are higher.
Hence, more distinct effects are obtained. As it can be observed
in the fourth to sixth row of subﬁgures in Fig. 12, all cases where
the local Moran’s index exceeds IðkÞðC11Þ ¼ 1:5 the corresponding
stiffness component C11 is lower than 2:5 GPa with a local relative
density of q=q0 < 0:07.
In order to study the correlation length for the spatial correla-
tion of the effective stiffness components Cij in more detail, the
correlation coefﬁcient RðDCij; rÞ for the correlation of the differ-
ence in the effective stiffness of two spatial points with their dis-
tance is considered. In Fig. 13(a), (b) and (c), the results are
presented for the normal, coupling and shear stiffnesses Crnm, C

cpl
and Cshr respectively. In all cases, the correlation coefﬁcient de-
creases rapidly with increasing distance. For distances of
rTVE
0J1:5 mm, which is the average cell radius in the considered
model foam, almost vanishing correlation coefﬁcients are obtained.
Evidently, in the present cases, no distinct correlation between the
effective properties of neighboring cells is present.
6. Comparison
In Section 5.2, a preliminary comparison of the results based on
the microstructure related assessment and the moving window
approached revealed that both procedures to a large extent provide
matching results. In order to discuss the deviation between the two
proposed methods in more detail, the differences
FmicðyÞ  FwinðyÞ between the probability distribution FmicðyÞ
obtained by the microstructure related approach for the effective
property y and its counterpart FwinðyÞ obtained by the moving
window approach are determined. The results for the local relativedensity q=q0 are presented in Fig. 14 whereas Figs. 15(a) to (c) are
related to the differences in the probability distributions for the
effective normal, coupling and shear stiffness coefﬁcients Cnrm, C

cpl
and Cshm respectively. In all cases, themicrostructure related results
are based on the single analysis of the large scale representative vol-
ume element with 256 cells whereas for the moving window ap-
proach testing volume elements XTVE
0
with radii of rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm
and 4 mm with a Gaussian weight function wðrEÞ as well as testing
volume elements with rTVE
0 ¼ 1 mm and a constant weight function
are considered.
For the probability distributions Fðq=q0Þ of the local relative
density, the differences between the microstructure related ap-
proach and the moving window approach with the three different
testing volume element deﬁnitions considered are qualitatively
similar (Fig. 14). For all three moving window deﬁnitions, the max-
imum differences to the microstructure related approach are ob-
served for relative density in the range of q=q0 ¼ 0:07 to 0:08. In
the microstructure related approach, this relative density corre-
sponds to cells with a cell size in the range of the average cell size,
considering the strong correlation of the local relative density with
the cell size (see Fig. 6(c)). For the moving window approach, the
local relative density is obtained as the average of the local relative
densities of the ranges within the respective window. Due to the
low probability for ﬁnding two or more cells with large size and
thus low relative density as direct neighbors, the probability for
occurrence of small relative densities for individual windows de-
creases compared to the microstructure related approach. Conse-
quently, the cumulative probabilities Fwinðq=q0Þ for small
relative densities q=q0 based on the moving window approach
are lower than in the microstructure related approach. If the local
relative density comes into the range of its overall average, the
probability distribution Fwinðq=q0Þ based on the moving window
approach features a steeper increase than its counterpart
Fmicðq=q0Þ based on the microstructure related approach. In the
moving window approach, the probability for obtaining medium
relative densities for individual testing volume elements is higher
than in the microstructure related approach since medium relative
densities are not only obtained for cells with cell sizes close to the
average cell size but may also be obtained for windows covering
portions of large cells (and thus small relative density) together
with portions of small cells featuring a high local relative density.
As a consequence of the steeper increase of the cumulative proba-
bility Fwinðq=q0Þ in the range of the overall average of the relative
density, the distinct drop in the differences Fmicðq=q0Þ  Fwin
ðq=q0Þ for q=q0 > 0:075 is obtained in Fig. 14.
For the differences FmicðCijÞ  FwinðCijÞ in the probability distri-
butions for the effective stiffness components presented in Fig. 15,
the same trends as for the differences in the probability distribu-
tions of the local relative density are observed. This result reveals
again that the probability distribution of the local relative density
to a large extent governs the scatter in the effective mechanical
properties of solid foams.
7. Conclusions
The present study is concerned with the development of meth-
ods for the numerical prediction of the uncertainty in the effective
material properties of solid foams based on the known uncertainty
in the microstructural constitutive parameters. For the analysis of
the scatter, a probabilistic homogenization procedure is proposed,
where a large number of small scale testing volume elements is
considered instead of a large scale, statistically representative vol-
ume element as usually employed in classical deterministic
homogenization procedures. In contrast to representative volume
elements, the individual testing volume elements themselves are
not statistically representative for the microstructure of the
Fig. 12. Moving window analysis – autocorrelation.
2820 C. Beckmann, J. Hohe / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 2807–2822considered microheterogeneous material. Nevertheless, the entire
set of testing volume elements has to be representative for therespective material in a statistical sense. The (local) effective prop-
erties of the individual testing volume elements are determined by
Fig. 13. Moving window analysis – correlation length.
Fig. 14. Comparison – probability distributions of relative density.
C. Beckmann, J. Hohe / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 2807–2822 2821standard homogenization analyses of their mechanical response.
As a result, a raw data base for the effective properties is obtained,
providing a statistically representative set of effective material
data. Evaluating the raw data base for the individual effective prop-
erties by means of stochastic method yields the probability distri-
butions for the effective properties.
In a competitive analysis, two different approaches are pro-
posed for the deﬁnition of the testing volume elements. In a micro-
structure related approach, the individual cells of a large scale
computational foammodel as the smallest feasible microstructural
elements are employed as testing volume elements. Deforming the
entire foammodel by a number of independent reference deforma-
tion states results in a number of local stress and strain states for
the individual testing volume elements, which are used as input
for the homogenization analysis. Since the testing volume
elements are embedded into a large scale, statistically representa-
tive microstructure, they account for all possible interaction effectsFig. 15. Comparison – probability diswith the surrounding microstructure in a natural manner. As an
alternative, a spatial deﬁnition of the testing volume elements in
terms of a moving window approach is employed, where pre-de-
ﬁned spatial volumes form the testing volume elements, for which
the effective material properties are determined by a weighted
averaging of the material properties determined for the ranges
within the respective testing volume element obtained in the
microstructure related approach. The computational foam model
is determined randomly by means of a Voronoï process in Laguerre
geometry. By a proper deﬁnition of the foam model in terms of the
probability distributions of the random variables deﬁning the
uncertain microstructure such as the cell size distribution or the
distribution of the local relative density etc. the probabilistic
homogenization procedure enables the establishment of the inter-
relation of the probability distributions of the random variabled
deﬁning the microstructure and the probability distributions of
its effective properties.
As an example, the proposed methods are applied to an analysis
of the effective elastic properties of a closed cell aluminum foam. It
is found that the local relative density is the most important micro-
structural parameter to control the scatter of the effective material
response. As already observed in previous studies, the cell size dis-
tribution is found to have only limited direct effects, nevertheless,
strong indirect effects are present through the strong correlation of
the cell size with the local relative density since an increasing size
of individual cells in general correlates with a decreasing local rel-
ative density of the effective material. In the present example, only
a weak spatial autocorrelation of the effective properties for neigh-
boring spatial positions is observed. Even on the level of the indi-
vidual pores as the smallest feasible testing volume elements, the
effective material response of neighboring microstructural
elements is found to be almost independent from each other.
Nevertheless, this observation is restricted to the considered sim-tribution of stiffness coefﬁcients.
2822 C. Beckmann, J. Hohe / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 2807–2822ple computational foam model and may not be generalized. Espe-
cially for foams featuring clusters of small cells embedded into
ranges consisting of larger cells, a more distinct autocorrelation
has to be expected.
The methods proposed in the present study can easily be ap-
plied to a probabilistic analysis of these effects as well as to further
effects causing scatter in the effective properties such as cell wall
imperfections, damaged cell walls, non-homogeneous cell wall
thickness etc. The proposed methods provide a reliable tool for
establishing the link between the probability for occurrence of all
of these effects and the resulting uncertainty in the effective mate-
rial response. The results of the stochastic homogenization analysis
can subsequently be used in a stochastic ﬁnite element analysis of
the structural response of engineering components and structures
consisting partially or in full of the considered cellular material.
The stochastic ﬁnite element analysis then allows a reliable assess-
ment of the uncertainties in the response of the considered struc-
ture due to the uncertainty in the material behaviour.
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